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From the moment we made our very first hammock in 2009, we have had the same goal – to get closer to nature in the most

pleasant and comfortable way possible.

Developing this unique relationship with nature is simple, light and easy – just pack your Lesovik and hit the trail! Take a break by

setting up the hammock between the trees and find the time to admire the beauty of the surroundings or watch the clouds

scudding across the sky. You will not only become a guest, but you will also get a chance to enjoy a moment in perfect harmony

with nature. In a rhythmic swing your break will become even more relaxing, letting you see and feel more than usual.

LLesovik hammocks are lightweight, simple and easy to use. Thanks to constantly improved technology, they are also very reliable

and versatile. You can use them for an afternoon nap, but they will only show their full potential when taken on a strenuous

expedition and used as a primary sleeping place or an alternative to tents.

Two trees and one moment is all you need to see the world from an entirely different perspective!

About us

Lesovik is the first Polish manufacturer of a full range of professional hammock equipment.

We produce complete camping setups for hammocking in all conditions from tropical jungles to boreal forests above the Arctic

CCircle. Hammocks, tarps, mosquito nets, suspension systems and underquilts – all of them tailored for the most demanding user.

To ensure the unique quality, our products are manufactured in Poland and in small batches in order to maintain the highest

possible level of control over the whole process – from outlining fabric specifications to branding and packaging the final product.
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Lesovik hammocks are the most comfortable way of spending time in nature.

Whether you’re setting off on a journey to the end of the world, taking a survival course or just going for a hike – bring along our hammock. It’s small, light and 
incredibly comfortable. Give it a try and it will become your best travel companion in no time!

Even a few minutes in the hammock will let you deepen your relationship with the surrounding nature. You will come closer to it and have a chance to grasp the moment.



FABRIC

breathable ripstop nylon
SIZE

300 × 150 cm
WEIGHT

330 g
COMPRESSED SIZE

23 × 8 × 8 cm
WEIGHT LIMIT

250 kg
INCLUDES

2 x 5 m Kevlar rope, bishop bag
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Our all-time classic model, representing a decade of history.

DUCH is a versatile hammock for all year round use. It comibnes minimalism, versatility, technical advancement and superb quality. Thanks to its compact size, it fits into 
any bag. Also, the breathable fabrics will allow for a comfortable rest even in the tropical climates. It offers enough room for two people.

DUCH was awarded in Polish design contests "Śląska Rzecz" organized by Zamek Cieszyn and received the MustHave! Award at Łódź Design Festival.
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BODY FABRIC

breathable ripstop nylon
SIZE

330 × 150 cm
TOTAL WEIGHT

760 g
PACKED SIZE

35 × 13 × 13 cm
WEIGHT LIMIT

250 kg
INCLUDES

mosquito net, suspension system, organizer, 2x stuff bag
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The ultimate solution for hammock camping. It’s the one majestic diety that has it all.

The main feature of DRAKA is an integrated, removable mosquito net, opening on both sides with a non-locking zippers. This simply allows to reduce the carry weight and 
bulk whenever the net is not required. Second great feature is the hammock’s symmetrical construction and increased length, meaning that anyone up to 215 cm tall will 
sleep comfortably in any position.

DRAKA is a complete setup that includes full Dyneema-based suspension system (treestraps, carbiners, slings, ridgeline), an orgnaiser, two stuff sacks and side pullers.
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FABRIC

breathable ripstop nylon mesh
SIZE

300 × 145 cm
WEIGHT

160 g (300g full setup)
COMPRESSED SIZE

17 × 7 × 7 cm
WEIGHT LIMIT

150 kg
INCLUDES

ultralight suspension system

A record-breaking, mind-bending transparent set designed for extreme weight savings, but without compromising comfort of reliability. It’s still a full-sized hammock with
a reasonable load limit and a knotless, ready to go suspension system. 

SUL is meant for people counting and cutting each gram of their gear in order to travel lighter, faster and further. It is incredibly lightweight and small when compression
packed, being an absolute record-breaker in its category and without compromising comfort or durability.

Paired with the hammock is SMUK ULTRALIGHT adjustable suspension system with super-strong, hand spliced Dyneema ropes.
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The key to perfect shelter? Low weight, lots of room and just a few minutes to set up.

Lesovik tarps are minimalistic and intuitive shelter systems that will protect you from adverse conditions. They will give you a roof over your head whenever sleeping
in a hammock, on the ground or simply as a central meeting point in the camp.

Our tarps provide protection from the elements and create a roomy space for cooking or organizing your gear.



FABRIC

microripstop nylon
SIZE

360 × 300 cm
WEIGHT

480 g (complete setup)
COMPRESSED SIZE

22 × 10 × 10 cm
ATTACHMENT POINTS

6
INCLUDES

integrated suspension system
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The lightest full-size hammock tarp on the European market.

HEKSA is a hexagonal tarp designed with regard to specific hammock camping requirements. It offers more effective cover area to use and at lower weight than regular
square tarps. Catenary cut shape allows for easier, tighter pitch whereas lifted ridge ends work better with hammock suspension system. HEKSA features an integrated
suspension and rigging system, allowing for setup using only one hand and without tying any knots.

Crocodile olive is a color of discretion and tranquility – HEKSA will smoothly blend into the surroundings of your forest camp.



FABRIC

microripstop nylon
SIZE

300 × 300 cm
WEIGHT

570 g (complete setup)
COMPRESSED SIZE

23 × 10 × 10 cm
ATTACHMENT POINTS

19
INCLUDES

integrated suspension system
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Classic, all-purpose square tarp.

GROZA is not only a record-breaker in its category, but most of all – a fully functional and incredibly easy-to-use tarp. It features 19 attachment points and an integrated
suspension and rigging system, allowing for setup using only one hand and without tying any knots.

Crocodile olive is a color of discretion and tranquility – GROZA UL will smoothly blend into the surroundings of your forest camp.



FABRIC

microripstop nylon
SIZE

260 × 260/160 cm (trapeze)
WEIGHT

320 g (complete setup)
COMPRESSED SIZE

18 × 8 × 8 cm
ATTACHMENT POINTS

10
INCLUDES

suspension system
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Lighter, faster, further – solo or with a companion.

SOLO is made specifically for sleeping on the ground. It has lower profile and pitching system designed with appreciation for masters of fast and light philosophy
– the minimalist backpackers and ultralight thru-hikers. Offers enough space for two people on the overnight summer getaway or for one person with more gear.

Crocodile olive is a color of discretion and tranquility – SOLO will smoothly blend into the surroundings of your forest camp.
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Whether you are camping in winter or summer, in the boreal forests of the North or dense jungles of the tropics, the modularity of Lesovik systems will let you adjust
your shelter gear to match the conditions.

MAGLA Mosquito Net and OTUL Underquilts are examples of equipment that extend the range of use for our hammock systems.



INSULATION

synthetic – Climashield APEX 133
SIZE

200 × 140 cm
WEIGHT

820 g
PACKED SIZE

approx. 4 l
TEMP. RANGE

from 10°C to -5°C/-10°C
INCLUDES

integrated suspension system

OTUL quilt protects from harsh weather conditions, allowing you to sleep comfortably in the hammock even in winter.

The underquilt creates an insulating layer of warm air around you and adjusts to your body movements thanks to the flexible suspension system. With OTUL, you can
get a good night’s sleep even when the cold weather strikes. OTUL can be also easily switched into a topquilt mode.

Hydrophobic Climashield APEX as insulation paired with PU-coated ripstop nylon with DWR treatment as outer shell create windproof and water resistant shield.
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INSULATION

synthetic – Climashield APEX 65
SIZE

200 × 100 cm
WEIGHT

440 g
PACKED SIZE

approx. 2,5 l
TEMP. RANGE

from 7°C up
INCLUDES

integrated suspension system
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OTUL Lite is a lighter version of our OTUL underquilt, designed for comfortable sleep from mid-spring to early autumn.

With OTUL Lite, you can get a good night’s sleep without the need to carry the excess load and weight of a winter quilt.

Climashield APEX as insulation paired with PU-coated ripstop nylon with DWR treatment as outer shell create windproof and water resistant shield.



INSULATION

700 FP Polish White Duck Down
SIZE

200 × 100 cm
WEIGHT

340 g
PACKED SIZE

approx. 0,7 l
TEMP. RANGE

from 7°C up
INCLUDES

integrated suspension system

OTUL Air is the lightest European summer hammock quilt. It’s manufactured in Poland, with the highest precision and experience available.

It’s the ultimate solution for warmth and comfort for ultralight hikers and bikepackers, as it allows to extremely limit your pack’s weight and volume.

If technical details are a thing, we made it from 700 FP Polish White Duck Down and TORAY Airtastic SLF15 DWR fabric. It’s just crazy light. 
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FABRIC

high-density netting
SIZE

300 × 150 cm
WEIGHT

330 g
COMPRESSED SIZE

26 × 11 × 11 cm
INCLUDES

stuff sack, suspension lines

Multifunctional and lightweight outdoor mosquito net.

MAGLA looks like an envelope turned upside down which makes it a versatile solution not only for outdoor hammocks, but also for camp or hostel beds in the tropical
countries or even as a standalone “mesh tent”.

Super dense net in MAGLA (approx. 570 holes per cm2) will keep even the smallest midges outside.
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FABRIC

microripstop nylon
SIZE

145 × 90 cm
WEIGHT

115 g
COMPRESSED SIZE

8 × 7 × 7 cm
INCLUDES

stuff sack, adjustable suspenion system with hookies

Simple yet effective solution for gear storage– HUBA conveniently keeps your gear out of the dirt or damp and easily within arm’s reach. 

HUBA is made of waterproof microripstop nylon to better secure your gear from damp and dew. Elastic edges help with keeping everything in place, whereas adjustable
suspension system with quick attachment hooks (hookies) allows for super easy installation iliterally in seconds and without any knots.

HUBA is comaptible with any hammock suspension system.
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Lesovik SMUK and NITI suspension systems allow for easy hammock & tarp setup.

Without tying knots, in all conditions, quickly and precisely.



MATERIALS

UHMWPE, aluminum, PE
ADJUSTMENT RANGE

50 - 300 cm
WEIGHT

160 g
PACKED SIZE

4 × 9 × 9 cm
WEIGHT LIMIT

250 kg
INCLUDES

2 x 175 cm straps, 2 x loops, 2 x carabiners, manual
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SMUK Hammock Suspension speeds up hanging a hammock and allows you to easily adjust your setup on the go.

What lies at the heart of the system is a set of adjustable loops made of Dyneema – a solution also known as whoopie slings. With only one move you can make the lines 
shorter or longer, even with your gloves on. No need to tie any knots! Thanks to the webbing straps wrapped around the tree you will not bring any damage to the bark.

SMUK Ridgeline is an addition for hammock’s sag and tension regulation – sold separately (17 g).



MATERIALS

UHMWPE
ADJUSTMENT RANGE

240 - 300 cm
WEIGHT

17 g
PACKED SIZE

2 × 2 × 9 cm
INCLUDES

ridgeline, manual
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SMUK Hammock Ridgeline is an addition for hammock’s suspension system, amust-have for advanced hammock lover.

It allows better sag and tension regulation, providing a consistent lay. It’s also a handy way of hanging your essential gear like camping light.



MATERIALS

PE, nylon
RIDGELINE MAX. LENGTH

900 cm
GUYLINE MAX. LEGTH

200 cm
NO. OF GUYLINES

4
INCLUDES

ridgeline, 4 x guylines, 2 x ridgeline tensioners, manual
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Universal tarp rigging and adjustment system designed to work with any outdoor tarp that lacks an integrated or a preinstalled suspenion system.

You'll love it for the possibility to readjust your tarp without untying the guylines.



MATERIAL

aluminum
SIZE – SPIG

180 × 12 mm 12 g
WEIGHT – SPIG SIZE – SPIG UL

150 × 9 mm 7 g
WEIGHT – SPIG UL
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Strong, superlight, reliable tent & tarp pegs.

Both SPIG and SPIG UL pegs are Y-shaped for improved durability� _l b� `crrcp� hold even in wet soli,
Each peg has high-visibility features – reflective cord and bright puller, making it easily noticeable even in high grass.
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